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A NEW GENERALIZED ASYNCHRONOUS PARALLELMULTISPLITTING ITERATION METHOD�1)Zhong-zhi Bai(State Key Laboratory of Sienti� and Engineering Computing, ICMSEC, Chinese Aademyof Sienes, Beijing 100080, China)AbstratFor the large sparse systems of linear and nonlinear equations, a new lassof generalized asynhronous parallel multisplitting iterative method is presented,and its onvergene theory is established under suitable onditions. This methodnot only uni�es the disussions of various existing asynhronous multisplitting it-erations, but also a�ords new algorithmi and theoretial results for the parallelsolution of large sparse system of linear equations. Besides its generality, thismethod is also muh more suitable for implementing on the MIMD multiproessorsystems.Key words: Systems of linear and nonlinear equations, Asynhronous multisplittingiteration, Relaxed method, Convergene theory.1. IntrodutionTo solve large sparse systems of linear and nonlinear equations on the multiproessorsystems, many authors presented and studied various parallel iterative methods in thesense of multisplitting in reent years. For details one an refer to [1℄-[9℄ and referenestherein. Among these methods the haoti multisplitting iterative methods proposedby Bru, Elsner and Neumann[4℄ are meaningful on both theory and appliation sine itaims at avoiding the synhronous wait among proessors of a multiproessor system andmaking use of the eÆieny of the MIMD parallel omputer. However, beause morerestritions are imposed upon these haoti multisplitting iterative methods (see [7,6℄),the maximum eÆieny in exploiting the resoures of the multiproessor systems hasnot yet been attained. To overome this shortoming, Evans, Wang and Bai (see [2,7℄)further modi�ed and developed Bru, Elsner and Neumann's work from the angles ofboth algorithmi model and theoretial analysis, and presented a series of asynhronousparallel multisplitting iterative methods. Reently, Su[6℄ also presented another gener-alization of Bru, Elsner and Neumann's haoti multisplitting methods, whih is alledas generalized multisplitting asynhronous iteration. Sine the designs of these asyn-hronous multisplitting methods take into aount not only the good parallelism of themultiple splittings, but also the onrete harateristis of the multiproessor systems,they an suÆiently exploit the parallel omputational eÆieny of the multiproessorsystems.In this paper, by summarizing the advantages of the aforementioned asynhronousmultisplitting iteration methods, we propose a new asynhronous parallel iterativemethod in the sense of multiple splittings, alled as a new generalized asynhronous� Reeived Otober 30, 1996.1)Projet 19601036 Supported by the National Natural Siene Fundation of China.



450 Z.Z. BAImultisplitting iterative method (GAMI-method), for solving large sparse systems oflinear and nonlinear equations. This new method has the properties of onvenient im-plementation, and exible and free ommuniation, et., and an also make full use ofthe eÆieny of the multiproessor systems. Meanwhile, the above stated existing asyn-hronous parallel multisplitting iterative methods are its speial ases. Under similaronditions to [7℄ and [6℄, we establish onvergene theory for our new method.Sine a system of equations an be equivalently transformed to several �xed pointequations having a ommon �xed point by the multisplitting tehnique under ertainonditions, without loss of generality, in the sequal we will mainly onsider the iterationfor getting a ommon �xed point of an operator lass.2. Desription of the GAMI-MethodTo mathematially desribe our new generalized asynhronous multisplitting itera-tive method for parallely solving system of equations, we �rst introdue the followingnotations and onept.Assume �(1 � � � n) be a given positive integer. For all i 2 f1; 2; � � � ; �g, letTp;i : Rn ! Rn(p = 0; 1; 2; � � �) be mappings having a ommon �xed point x� 2 Rn,and Ei be nonnegative, nonzero, diagonal matries satisfying �Pi=1Ei = E nonsingular.Denote N0 := f0; 1; 2; � � �g and OT = fTp;i : Rn ! Rn j i 2 f1; 2; � � � ; �g; p 2 N0g. Forany p 2 N0, we let J(p) be a nonempty subset of the number set f1; 2; � � � ; �g, ands(i)j (p), t(i)j (p)(j = 1; 2; � � � ; n; i = 1; 2; � � � ; �) be nonnegative numbers satisfying:(a) for 8i 2 f1; 2; � � � ; �g, the set fp 2 N0 j i 2 J(p)g is in�nite;(b) for 8i 2 f1; 2; � � � ; �g, 8j 2 f1; 2; � � � ; ng, 8p 2 N0, there hold s(i)j (p) � p andt(i)j (p) � p;() for 8i 2 f1; 2; � � � ; �g, 8j 2 f1; 2; � � � ; ng, there hold limp!1 s(i)j (p) = 1 andlimp!1 t(i)j (p) =1.If we additionally de�ne�(p) = min1�j�n1�i�� ns(i)j (p); t(i)j (p)o ;then there obviously have �(p) � p and limp!1 �(p) =1.With the above preparations, we an now desribe the generalized asynhronousmultisplitting iterative method (GAMI-method) for parallely solving systems of equa-tions as follows.GAMI-method. Given an initial vetor x0 2 Rn, and suppose that we have gotapproximations x1; x2; � � � ; xp of a ommon �xed point x� 2 Rn of the operator lassOT = fTp;i : Rn ! Rn j i 2 f1; 2; � � � ; �g; p 2 N0g. Then the next approximation xp+1of x� an be got by the following formula:xp+1 = Xi2J(p)EiTp;i �xs(i)(p)�+0�I � Xi2J(p)Ei1Axp + Xi2J(p)(I �E�1)Ei �xp � xt(i)(p)� ;(2.1)where


